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Algebra of Behaviors
Algebra of behaviors was developed by D. Gilbert and A. Letichevsky (Senior) in 1997
It consider the operations over actions and behaviors.
Prefixing operation a.B means that action a follows behaviour B. The
operation of nondeterministic choice of behaviours u + v establishes
alternative behaviours. The algebra has three terminal constants: successful
termination ∆, deadlock 0, and unknown behaviour ⊥. The parallel and
sequential composition are defined on the behaviors.
Example:
B0 = a1.a2.B1 + a3.B2,
B1 = a4.∆,
B2 =…
The example define the order of event. The behavior B0 has two
alternative - first is two actions a1 and a2 and then the rest behavior
B1 or action a3 and rest behavior B2. Behavior B1 is action a4 and end
of behavior etc.

Algebra of Behaviors
Every action is also defined by a couple, namely, the precondition and postcondition of
an action, given as an expression in some formal theory.

Action(A,B) = (A > B) && !(A == 0) -> B = (B + 1)/A

The semantic of the action presented in C-like syntax means that if precondition (A >
B) && !(A == 0) is true for concrete values of A and B or is satisfiable for symbolic
(arbitrary) values of A and B, then we can change attribute B by the assignment B = (B
+ 1)/A. The action can be parametrized by the attributes used in the action’s conditions.

Algebraic Specifications of FPGA code

Aor2(s, x1, x2, x3) = (in_1, in_2, out : bool) 1->
<receive(x1: signal (in_1), receive(x2: signal (in_2), send(y : signal(out))>
out = in_1 || in_2,
Aand(s, x1, x2, y) = (in_1,in_2,out : bool) 1->
<receive(x1: signal (in_1), receive(x2: signal (in_2),send(y: signal(out))>
out = in_1 && in_2,
Acmp_fp_eq(s,x1,x2,y0,y1,y2,y3,y4,deadband:real) = (in:real, set:real,
out,overflow,underflow,nan:bool)
deadband >= 0 ->
<receive(x1 : signal(in)), receive(x2 : signal(set)),
send(y0:signal(out)),send(y1:signal(out)), send(y2:signal(overflow)),
send(y3:signal(underflow)), send(y4:signal(nan))>
out = (in >= set) && (in – set <= deadband/2) ||(in <= set) && (set – in <=
deadband/2);
overflow = (in >= set) && (in – set > maxReal32) || (in <= set) && (set – in >
maxReal32);
underflow = (in >= set) && (in – set < minReal32) || (in <= set) && (set – in <
minReal32)

S1_ALG = P11 || P12 || P13,
P11 = (
(A_from_MATS2(or2_11)|| A_from_MATS2(or2_12));
(
Aor2(or2_11, MATS, MATS, and1) ||
Aor2(or2_12, MATS, MATS, and1)
);
Aand (and1, or2_11, or2_12, tctc_filter_1)
),
P12 = Btctc_filter(tctc_filter_1, and1, xor_1, 3000),
P13 = (
(A_from_MATS2(mul_fp_1)|| A_from_MATS2(switch_fp_1));
Amul_fp(mul_fp_1, MATS, MATS, cmpc_fp_gr_1, switch_fp_1, or4_1, or4_1, or4_1);
Acmpc_fp_gr (cmpc_fp_gr_1, mul_fp_1, switch_fp_1, or4_1, 5000, 0);
(
Aor4(or4_1, cmpc_fp_gr_1, mul_fp_1, mul_fp_1, mul_fp_1, xor_2) ||
Aswitch_fp(switch_fp_1, cmpc_fp_gr_1, mul_fp_1, MATS, cmp_fp_eq)
)
)

Translation of x86 Assembler to
Algebra of Behaviors
Set of Algebra Behavior Expressions

Set of Instructions is converted to

Set of Algebra Behavior Actions

Formal Verification
Methods:
Symbolic execution of model (forward, backward)
Static proving
Invariant generation
Algebraic matching

Properties:
Inconsistency (non-determinisms)
Incompleteness (deadlocks)
Timing properties
Signal races
Starvation
Synchronization issues
Safety
Liveness
…

Conjunction of precondition
Disjunction of precondition
T1 <= T(i) <= T2

Post(Env, A) = true

Reachability of
starvation state

SECURITY ANALYSIS
Methods:
Algebraic matching,
Fuzzing,
Symbolic modeling,
Resolving of behavior algebra
expressions,
Machine learning
Vulnerabilities:
SW: CVE/ CWE
Hardware: False switching-on
Overflow, underflow
…

MODEL-BASED TESTING
Methods:
Backward and Forward
Symbolic modeling

CHECKING OF EQUIVALENCY
Methods:
Backward and Forward
Symbolic modeling,
Transformations,
Behavior Reasoning

